Abstract-Cross-modal analysis offers information beyond that extracted from individual modalities. Consider a nontrivial scene, that includes several moving visual objects, some of which emit sounds. The scene is sensed by a camcorder having a single microphone. A task for audio-visual analysis is to assess the number of independent audio-associated visual objects (AVOs), pinpoint the AVOs' spatial locations in the video and isolate each corresponding audio component. We describe an approach that helps handle this challenge. The approach does not inspect the low-level data. Rather, it acknowledges the importance of mid-level features in each modality, which are based on significant temporal changes in each modality. A probabilistic formalism identifies temporal coincidences between these features, yielding cross-modal association and visual localization. This association is further utilized in order to isolate sounds that correspond to each of the localized visual features. This is of particular benefit in harmonic sounds, as it enables subsequent isolation of each audio source. We demonstrate this approach in challenging experiments. In these experiments, multiple objects move simultaneously, creating motion distractions for one another, and produce simultaneous sounds which mix.
I. INTRODUCTION

C
ROSS modal analysis draws a growing interest both in the in computer-vision and in signal-processing communities. Such analysis aims to deal with scenarios in which the available data is multi-modal by nature. Consequently, co-processing of different modalities is expected to synergize tasks that are traditionally faced separately. Moreover: such co-processing enables new tasks, which cannot be accomplished in a single-modal context, e.g., visually localizing an object producing sound. Indeed, audio-visual analysis [1] - [3] has seen a growing expansion of research directions, including lip-reading [4] , [5] , tracking [6] , and spatial localization [7] - [10] . This also follows evidence of audio-visual cross-modal processing in biology [11] .
Let us focus on scenarios that are referred to in the literature as a cocktail party [5] , [8] , [12] . Multiple objects exist simultaneously in multiple modalities. This simultaneity inhibits the interpretation of each component (e.g., sound component). In a simple everyday example, a camera views multiple independent objects, e.g.: lips, music instruments, etc. The objects move simultaneously, and some of them emit sounds. In the microphone that records the scene, all these sounds mix. This paper presents several principles that are very useful for dealing with this kind of complex scenarios. This approach is motivated by both computer-vision studies [13] , and studies of the human auditory system [14] . In both fields, studies have shown the importance of significant synchronous changes. However, such events had rarely been inspected in a cross-modal context. The principles we describe here yield several notable results. First, the number of independent sources is identified. Second, these principles enable tracking in the video of multiple spatial features, that move in synchrony with each of the (still mixed) sound sources. This is done even in highly non stationary sequences. Third, aided by the video data, the audio sources are successfully separated, even though only a single microphone is used. This completes the isolation of each contributor in this complex audio-visual scene, as depicted in Fig. 1 . Some of the prior methods considered parts of these tasks. Others relied on complex audio-visual hardware, such as an array of microphones that are calibrated mutually and with respect to cameras [1] , [6] , [15] . This yields an approximate spatial localization of audio sources. A single microphone is simpler to set up, but it cannot, on its own, provide accurate audio spatial localization. Hence, locating audio sources using a camera and a single microphone poses a significant computational challenge. In this context, [9] and [10] spatially localize a single audio-associated visual object (AVO). References [7] and [16] localize multiple AVOs if their sound and motion are repetitive. Neither of these studies attempted audio separation. A pioneering exploration of audio separation [8] used complex optimization of mutual information based on Parzen windows. It can automatically localize an AVO if no other sound is present. Results demonstrated in [3] were mainly of repetitive sounds, without distractions by unrelated moving objects. 1 The approach we propose here appears to better manage obstacles faced by prior methods. It can use the simplest hardware: a single microphone and a camera. To match the two modalities, we look for cross-modal temporal coincidences of events having significant change. We formulate a likelihood criterion, and use it in a framework that sequentially localizes independent AVOs. Consequently, continuous audio-visual association and tracking is achieved along with isolation of the sounds produced by each AVO. We present some experimental demonstrations based on real recorded scenes. Current limitations of the algorithm are also discussed. Partial results of this research were published in [19] .
II. PERCEPTUAL GROUPING Grouping audio and visual components may be considered as a case of perceptual grouping. The aim here is to formulate rules, according to which sounds (in audio), and visual events (in vision) are grouped. We now briefly review key observations in perceptual grouping, based on [14] , [20] - [22] . We elaborate on three of them that are utilized in this work. They are:
• significance of changes;
• synchronicity of events;
• old-plus-new auditory heuristic. The human auditory system is usually able to parse an acoustic input, so that the components belonging to a source are grouped together and form part of a single perceptual stream. The perceptual separation of the components arising from different sources is aided by different physical cues. These include differences in fundamental frequency, onset disparities, contrast with previous sounds, drifts in frequency and intensity, Spectro-temporal modulations [23] and sound location [22] .
In human vision, perceptual grouping has important functions, such as segmentation. Grouping is affected by various rules [21] : proximity; similarity; continuation; closure; symmetry; familiarity; common fate. Reference [21] further states that "the probability that a relation did not happen by accident is the most important contributor to its significance". Therefore it is very desirable to determine the statistical significance of a grouping rule in a given scene.
The principle of common fate is the basis for our audio-visual association method. This principle was shown to apply to vision, as well as to audition [14] , [21] . Common fate prompts grouping of a subset of elements of a scene, whose changes are synchronous. This segregates them from other elements of the scene which change in a different way. The underlying logic is that it is unlikely that unrelated elements in a scene would undergo parallel changes accidently. Rather, it is more likely that such elements stem from the same physical disturbance [14] . This observation, that changes that are synchronous are likely to belong together, is a key observation that underlies the work presented here.
When simultaneous sounds co-exist in a scene, auditory scene analysis (ASA) aims to separate them. The ASA principle of old-plus-new [14] focuses on instances in which new sounds begin, and how these sounds should be interpreted. The principle states: "look for a continuation of what went before, and then pay attention to what has been added to it" [14] . We use this concept in Section V, where existing sounds that linger from the past are subtracted from current sounds, in order to identify the new commencing sounds.
III. SIGNIFICANT VISUAL AND AUDIO EVENTS
How may we associate two modalities, where each changes in time? Some prior methods use continuous valued variables to represent each modality, e.g., a weighted sum of pixel values. Maximal canonical correlation or mutual information was sought between these variables [8] , [9] , [24] . That approach is analogous to intensity-based image matching. It implicitly assumes some correlation (possibly nonlinear) between the raw data values in each modality. In this work we do not look at the raw data values during the cross-modal association. Rather, here we opt for feature-based matching: we seek correspondence between significant features in each modality. Interestingly, there is also evidence that biological neural systems perform cross-modal association based on salient features [25] .
Which features are good? In computer-vision, feature-based image registration focuses on sharp spatial changes (edges and corners) [13] . In cross-sensor image matching, [26] highlighted sharp spatial changes by high-pass filtering. Auditory studies [14] have also shown that one of the major cues for grouping together distinct sounds is a common change in their frequency or temporal characteristics. Analogously, in our audio-visual matching problem, we use features having strong temporal variations in each of the modalities.
A. Visual Features
We aim for a method that spatially localizes and tracks moving objects, and then isolates the sounds corresponding to these objects. Consequently, we do not rely on pixel data alone. A higher-level representation of the visual modality is sought. Such a higher-level representation should enable tracking of highly non-stationary objects, which move throughout the sequence.
A natural way to track exclusive objects in a scene is to perform feature tracking. The method we used is that of the [27] , the implementation of which is given by [28] . 2 The method automatically locates image features in the scene. It then tracks their spatial positions throughout the sequence. The result of the tracker is a set of visual features. Each visual feature is indexed by . Each feature has a spatial trajectory , where is the temporal index (in units of frames), are the image coordinates, and denotes transposition. An illustration for tracking results is shown in Fig. 2 . Typically, the tracker successfully tracks hundreds of moving features.
We now aim to determine if any of the trajectories is associated with the audio. To do this, significant features are first extracted from each trajectory. These features should be informative, and correspond to significant events in the motion of the tracked feature. We assume that such features are characterized by instances of strong temporal variation [30] , [31] , which we term visual onsets. Each visual feature is ascribed a binary vector that compactly summarizes its visual onsets. Each of its elements is set as if at feature has a visual onset otherwise.
(
For all features , the corresponding vectors have the same length , which is the number of frames. Next, we describe how the visual onsets corresponding to a visual feature are extracted.
We are interested in locating instances of significant temporal variation in the motion of a visual feature. An appropriate measure is the magnitude of the acceleration of the feature, since it implies a significant change in the motion speed or direction of the feature. Formally, denote the velocity and the acceleration of feature at instance by (2) respectively. Then (3) is a measure of significant temporal variation in the motion of feature at time . From the measure , we deduce the set of discrete instances in which a visual onset occurs. Roughly speaking, visual onsets are located right after instances in which has local maxima. The process of locating the visual onsets is summarized in This is done in order to avoid a possible bias for highly accelerating visual features.
Next, we look for instances in which has a strong local peak. Such a peak hints at the existence of a visual onset. Local peaks are found by adaptively thresholding within a temporal window of frames. Following [32] , the adaptive threshold is given by to exceed the local value of . Here the median provides a robust estimate to this value [32] . The instances in which exceeds provide a discrete set of candidate visual onsets for object . We denote this set of temporal instances by . This set of candidate onsets may contain false positives. Therefore, it is temporally pruned. The pruning process is based on the assumption that the natural motion of an object is piecewise temporally-coherent [33] - [35] . Hence, the analyzed motion trajectory should have visual onsets only rarely. Thus, pruning removes candidate onsets if they are closer than to another onset candidate having a higher peak of . Typically in our experiments, frames in video. Hence, effectively this implementation can detect up to 2.5 visual events of a feature per second. To recap, the process is illustrated in Fig. 3 .
B. Audio Features
We now aim to extract significant temporal variations from the auditory data. We focus on audio onsets [14] . These are time instances in which a sound commences (over a possible background). 3 Audio onset detection is well studied [32] , [36] . Consequently, we briefly discuss it in Section V-E, where we describe the audio peak measurement function . We further extract binary peaks from , in a manner we describe in Section V-E. Similarly to the visual features, the audio 
A new sound begins at instances in which equals 1. This is illustrated in Fig. 4 .
IV. COINCIDENCE-BASED APPROACH
In the previous section, we explained that visual onsets and audio onsets are extracted from the visual and auditory modalities. In this section we describe how the audio onsets are temporally matched to visual onsets. In the specific context of the audio and visual modalities, the choice of audio and visual onsets is not arbitrary. These onsets indeed coincide in many scenarios. For example: the sudden acceleration of a guitar string is accompanied by the beginning of the sound of the string; a sudden deceleration of a hammer hitting a surface is accompanied by noise; the lips of a speaker open as he utters a vowel. This may be seen as a generalization of the grouping principle of common fate that we reviewed in Section II.
Our approach for cross-modal association is based on a simple assumption. Consider a pair of significant events (onsets): one event per modality. We assume that if both events coincide in time, then they are possibly related. If such a coincidence re-occurs multiple times for the same feature , then the likelihood of cross-modal correspondence is high. On the other hand, if there are many temporal mismatches, then the matching likelihood is inhibited. We formulate this principle in the following sections.
A. General Approach
Let us consider for the moment the correspondence of audio and visual onsets in some ideal cases. If just a single AVO exists in the scene, then ideally, there would be a one-to-one audiovisual temporal correspondence, i.e., for a unique feature . Now, suppose there are several independent AVOs, where the onsets of each object are exclusive, i.e., they do not coincide with those of any other object. Then (7) where is the set of the indices of the true AVOs. features that satisfies (7) . If one assumes that the number of prominent visual features is small, the solution to (7) may be established by seeking a sparse set of visual features (see [9] and [37] ).
However, cases of perfect correspondence usually do not occur in practice. There are outliers in both modalities, due to clutter and imperfect detection of onsets, having false positives and negatives. We may detect false audio onsets, which should be overlooked, and on the other hand miss true audio onsets. This is also true for detection of onsets in the visual modality. Thus, the path we take is different. It is a sequential approach, motivated in spirit by matching pursuit [38] . We define a matching criterion that is based on a probabilistic argument and enables imperfect matching. It favors coincidences and penalizes for mismatches, as we describe in Section IV-B.
Using a matching likelihood criterion, we sequentially locate the visual features most likely to be associated with the audio. First, the best matching visual feature is found. Then, the audio onsets corresponding to this feature are removed from . This results in the vector of the residual audio onsets. We then continue to find the next best matching visual feature. This process re-iterates, until a stopping criterion is met. In the next sections, we first derive a matching criterion that quantifies which visual feature has the highest likelihood to be associated with the audio. We then incorporate this criterion in the sequential framework.
B. Matching Criterion
Here we derive the likelihood of a visual feature , which has a corresponding visual onsets vector , to be correlated to the audio onsets vector . Assume that is a random variable which follows the probability law .
In other words, at each instance, has a probability to be equal to , and a probability to differ from it. Assuming that the elements are statistically independent of each other, the matching likelihood of a vector is
Denote by the number of time instances in which . From (8) , (9) (10) Both and are binary, hence the number of time instances in which both are 1 is . The number of instances in which both are 0 is , hence
Plugging (11) in (10) and re-arranging terms (12) We seek the feature whose vector maximizes . Thus, we eliminate terms that do not depend on . This yields an equivalent objective function of (13) It is reasonable to assume that if feature is an AVO, then it has more onset coincidences than mismatches. Consequently, we may assume that . Hence, . Thus, we may omit the multiplicative term from (13). We can now finally rewrite the likelihood function as (14) Equation (14) has an intuitive interpretation. Let us begin with the second term. Recall that, by definition, equals 1 when an audio onset occurs, and equals 0 otherwise. Hence, equals 1 when an audio onset does not occur. Consequently, the second term of (14) effectively counts the number of the visual onsets of feature that do not coincide with audio onsets. This mismatch acts as a penalty term in (14) . On the other hand, the first term counts the number of the visual onsets of feature that do coincide with audio onsets. Overall, (14) favors coincidences (which should increase the matching likelihood of a feature), and penalizes inconsistencies (which should inhibit this likelihood). In the next section we describe how this criterion is embedded in a framework which sequentially extracts the prominent visual features.
C. Sequential Matching
Out of all the visual features , should be maximized by the one corresponding to an AVO. The visual feature that corresponds to the highest value of is a candidate AVO. Let its index be . This candidate is classified as an AVO, if its likelihood is above a threshold. Note that by definition, for all . Hence, if is below the threshold, neither nor any other feature is an AVO.
At this stage, a major goal has been accomplished. Once feature is classified as an AVO, it indicates audio-visual association not only at onsets, but for the entire trajectory , for all . Hence, it marks a specific tracked feature as an AVO, and this AVO is visually traced continuously throughout the sequence. For example, consider the violin-guitar sequence, available online at [29] , and one of whose frames is shown in Figs. 1 and 2. It was recorded by a simple camcorder and using a single microphone. 4 Note that in this sequence, the sound and motions of the guitar pose a distraction for the violin, and vice versa. Onsets were obtained as we describe in Section V-E. Then, the visual feature that maximized (14) was the hand of the violin player. Its detection and tracking were automatic. Now, the audio onsets that correspond to AVO are given by the vector (15) where denotes the logical-AND operation per corresponding element pair. Let us eliminate these corresponding onsets from . The residual audio onsets are represented by (16) The vector becomes the input for a new iteration: it is used in (14) , instead of . Consequently, a new candidate AVO is found, this time optimizing the match to the residual audio vector . This process re-iterates. It stops automatically when a candidate fails to be classified as an AVO. This indicates that the remaining visual features cannot "explain" the residual audio onset vector. The main parameter in this framework is the mentioned classification threshold of the AVO. We set it to . Based on (14) (17) Failure to pass the threshold occurs when (18) Consequently, when , more than half of the onsets in are not matched by audio ones. In other words, most of the significant visual events of are not accompanied by any new sound. We thus interpret this object as not audio-associated. To recap, our matching algorithm is given in Table II (here is a column vector, all of whose elements are null).
The output estimates the number of independent AVOs. This algorithm is fast (linear in the number of AVOs):
iterations, each having calculations. In the above mentioned violin-guitar sequence, this algorithm automatically detected two independent AVOs: the guitar string, and the hand of the violin player (marked as crosses in Fig. 1 ).
D. Temporal Resolution
The previous sections derived a framework for establishing audio-visual association. It implies perfect temporal coincidences between audio and visual onsets: an audio onset is assumed to be related to a visual onset, if both onsets take place simultaneously (Table II, step 4). However, in practice, the temporal resolution of our system is finite. As in any system, the terms coincidence and simultaneous are meaningful only within a tolerance range of time. In the real-world, coincidence of two events at an infinitesimal temporal range has just an infinitesimal probability. Thus, in practice, correspondence between two modalities can be established only up to a finite tolerance range. Our approach is no exception. Specifically, each onset is determined up to a finite resolution, and audio-visual onset coincidence should be allowed to take place within a finite time window. This limits the temporal resolution of coincidence detection.
Let denote the temporal location of a visual onset. Let denote the temporal location of an audio onset. Then the visual onset may be related to the audio onset if (19) In our experiments, we set frames. The frame rate of the video recording is 25 frames/s. Consequently, an audio onset and a visual onset are considered to be coinciding if the visual onset occurred within 3/25 1/8 s of the audio onset.
V. AUDIO PROCESSING AND ISOLATION Section IV described a procedure for finding the visual features that are associated with the audio. This resulted in a set of AVOs, each with its vector of corresponding audio onsets:
. We now describe how the sounds corresponding to each of these AVOs are extracted from the single-microphone soundtrack.
Let , and denote the amplitudes of the source of interest, the interfering sounds, and the mixture, respectively. Then (20) Out of the soundtrack , we wish to isolate the sounds corresponding to a given desired AVO . To do this, we utilize the audio-visual association achieved. Recall that AVO is associated with the audio onsets in the vector . In other words, points to instances in which a sound associated with the AVO commences. We now need to extract from the audio mixture only the sounds that begin at these onsets. We may do this sequentially: isolate each distinct sound, and then concatenate all of the sounds together to form the isolated soundtrack of the AVO. How may we isolate a single sound commencing at a given onset instance ? To do this, we employ the method of binary masking [12] , [39] , [40] , which we review next.
A. Binary Masking
Let denote a sound signal, where is a discrete sample index of the sampled sound. This signal is analyzed in short temporal windows , each being -samples long. Consecutive windows are shifted by samples. The short-time Fourier transform (STFT) of is (21) where is the frequency index and is the temporal index of the analyzed instance. Let us denote the amplitude of the STFT by . The spectrogram is defined as . To re-synthesize a discrete signal given its STFT , the overlap-and-add (OLA) method may be used [41] : (22) Here (23) If for all (24) then following [41] . Through binary masking [12] , [39] , [40] , this re-synthesis process is modified. Only a subset of the time-frequency (T-F) bins of is maintained. For instance, assume that the STFTamplitude of is nonzero in a finite set of T-F bins . Define a mask otherwise.
Then by modifying (22) into (26) we re-synthesize only the components lying in . Audio-isolation methods utilizing this process of binary masking focus on identifying the T-F bins that should be included in [12] , [39] , [40] . These methods assume that the set should very rarely contain energy of the other sources in the scene. 5 This assumption is based [42] on the sparsity of typical sounds, particularly harmonic ones, in the spectrogram. The frequency contents of an harmonic sound contain a fundamental frequency (the pitch), along with integer multiples of this frequency (the harmonies). Since typical sounds are sparsely distributed across the T-F plane, independent sounds mixed together should rarely overlap. This is the main motivation for the binary-masking method.
In this work we assume that underlying sources are harmonic. Consequently, a sound of interest can be enhanced by maintaining the values of in , while nulling the other bins. This should maintain the components of the desired sound, while leaving only little of the interfering sounds. In the next section we explain how we establish that corresponds to a sound commencing at .
B. Principles for Building the Binary Mask
We are given an audio onset instance , and wish to identify the set of T-F bins that belong to this sound. Around the instance of the audio onset, several frequency bins undergo a simultaneous amplitude increase. By the principal of common fate (Section II), we assume that such frequency bins that have just become active all belong to the desired commencing sound. It is this sound which we wish to isolate. To identify the desired frequency bins, we utilize the harmonic nature of the sound. Hence, the sounds contains a pitch-frequency and the integer multiples of the frequency (harmonies). Therefore: 1) We may identify the frequency bins belonging to the commencing sound, by detecting the pitch of the sound commencing at . 2) Since the sound is assumed to be harmonic, we may track the pitch frequency through time. 3) When the sound fades away, at , the tracking is terminated. This process provides the required mask, corresponding to the sound that commences at :
Here and , being the number of considered harmonies. To conclude: given only an onset instance , we determine by detecting , and then tracking in . The following sections provide the details for this procedure. Section V-C explains how we first emphasize commencing sounds in the spectrogram over existing ones. This eases the detection of the pitch frequency at . The pitch-detection is then described in Section V-D. Once the pitch frequency is established at the onset instance, it is tracked until the sound fades out. This is described in Appendix A. These steps provide all that is needed in order to isolate the sound of interest. 5 Sources may overlap in a T-F bin. Binary-masking methods [12] then assign the bin to the source whose estimated amplitude in the bin is the strongest. To simplify our approach, however, here we allow a T-F bin to be assigned to several sources.
C. Elimination of Prior Sounds
The sound of interest is the one commencing at . We wish to identify its pitch-frequency . However, other sounds in the mixture may also be present at , interfering with the pitch-detection procedure. Therefore, before detecting , we first emphasize the components of the commencing sound of interest over these interfering sounds. This section explains the method for achieving it.
The sound of interest is the one commencing at . Thus, the disturbing audio at is assumed to have commenced prior to . These disturbing sounds linger from the past. Hence, they can be eliminated by comparing the audio components at to those at , particularly at . Specifically, [32] suggests the relative temporal difference (28) Equation (28) emphasizes an increase of amplitude in frequency bins that have been quiet (no sound) just before .
As a practical criterion, however, we have found that (28) lacks robustness. The reason is that sounds which have commenced prior to may have a slow frequency drift (Fig. 5 ). This poses a problem for (28) , which is based solely on a temporal comparison per frequency channel. Drift results in high values of (28) in some frequencies , even if no new sound actually commences around , as seen in Fig. 5 . This hinders the emphasis of commencing frequencies, which is the goal of (28) . To overcome this, we compute a directional difference in the T-F domain. It fits neighboring bands at each instance, hence tracking the drift. Consider a small frequency range around . In analogy to image alignment, frequency alignment at time is obtained by (29) Then, at corresponds to at , partially correcting the drift. The map (30) is indeed much less sensitive to drift, and is responsive to true onsets (Fig. 5) . The map (31) maintains the onset response, while ignoring amplitude decrease caused by fade-outs.
D. Pitch Detection at
As described in the previous section, the measure emphasizes the amplitude of frequency bins that correspond to a commencing sound. We may now use as an input to a pitch-detection algorithm in order to detect the pitch frequency at . The algorithm we choose to use is the harmonic-product-spectrum (HPS) [43] . An example for the detected pitch-frequencies at audio onsets in the violin-guitar sequence is given in Fig. 6 . Following the detection of , the pitch-frequency needs to be tracked during , until . This procedure is described in Appendix A.
E. Detection of Audio Onsets
Methods for audio-onset detection have been extensively studied [32] , and are used in a variety of audio-processing applications [44] . Here we describe our particular method for onsets detection. Our criterion for significant signal increase is simply (32) where is defined in (31) . The criterion is similar to a criterion suggested in [32] , which was used to detect the onset of a single sound, rather than several mixed sounds. However, (32) is more robust in a setup of several mixed sources, as it suppresses lingering sounds ( (31)). The extraction of the audio onsets is done in the spirit of [32] .
The onset measure of (32) relies on a simultaneous amplitude increase in several frequency bins together. Therefore, it is relatively robust to background noise, keeping a low rate of false detections. Fig. 7 shows the behavior of the onsets detector For each level, the detection rates are averaged over 100 noise realizations. We first ran the detection for the noiseless case, which serves as the ground-truth. Then, for each noise level we inspect both the number of correctly detected onsets, and the number of falsely detected onsets. 6 As the SNR decreases, the correct detection rate decreases, while the rate of false detections is steadily low.
VI. EXPERIMENTS
In this section we present experiments based on real recorded video sequences. In our experiments we compound separatelyrecorded movies (e.g., a violin sequence and a guitar sequence) into a single video. 7 Such a procedure is a common practice in single-microphone audio-separation studies [5] , [12] , [39] , since it provides access to the audio ground-truth data. This allows quantitative assessment of the quality of audio isolation, as we describe below.
We first describe the experiments and the association results. The video sequences presented here are available online [29] . We then provide a quantitative evaluation of the audio isolation for some of the analyzed scenes. Implementation details and typical parameters values are given in Appendix B.
A. Results
Violin-Guitar Sequence: This sequence features a close-up on a hand playing a guitar. At the same time, a violinist is playing. The soundtrack thus contains temporally-overlapping sounds. The algorithm automatically detected that there are two (and only two) independent visual features that are associated with this soundtrack. The first feature corresponds to the violinist hand. The second is the correct string of the guitar (Fig. 1) . Following the location of the visual features, the audio components corresponding to each of the features are extracted from the soundtrack. We note that the binary mask of the guitar erroneously includes some of the time-frequency components of the violin. During the pitch-tracking of one of the guitar's sounds, a violin sound starts. One of the harmonies of this commencing sound is close to a harmony of the guitar, and is erroneously included in the binary mask of the guitar. Consequently, the isolated soundtrack of the guitar contains artifacts traced to that harmony of the violin.
Speakers #1 Sequence: This movie has simultaneous speech by male and female speakers. The female is viewed frontally, while the male is viewed from the side. The algorithm automatically detected that there are two visual features that are associated with this soundtrack (Fig. 8) . Following the location of the visual features, the audio components corresponding to each of the speakers are extracted from the soundtrack. As can be seen, there is indeed a significant temporal overlap between independent sources. Yet, the sources are separated successfully. However, in the separation process, the initial /s/ sound in the letter " " that the female pronounces is lost almost completely. The reason for this is that this sound is a non-harmonic, noise-like sound, while the separation process relies on harmonic sounds. Furthermore: unlike other non-harmonic sounds that were successfully separated, this sound begins several analysis frames before the onset of the harmonic sound, in which the tracking and separation process begins.
Dual-Violin Sequence: This experiment is very challenging. It contains two instances of the same violinist, which uses the same violin to play different tunes. Listeners who had observed this mixed scene found it difficult to correctly group the different notes into a coherent tune. However, our algorithm managed to do so. First, it located the relevant visual features (Fig. 9) . These are exploited for isolating the correct audio components. The spectrograms shown in Fig. 10 correspond to the detected AVOs. This example demonstrates a problem which is very difficult to solve with audio data alone, but is elegantly solved using the visual modality.
Speakers #2 Sequence: This experiment also includes two speakers. It is a recording of a real scene. Two features on the mouth area of each speaker are correctly located (Fig. 11) . In this sequence, one of the audio onsets of the male coincides with an audio onset of the female. However, our method in its current formulation cannot identify concurrent audio onsets. Thus, no more than one audio onset can detected. In the audio-visual association stage, this concurrent onset was associated to the female speaker. The detected pitch, however, was that of the male. Consequently, in the isolated soundtrack corresponding to the male, one of his words is missing. On the other hand, in the soundtrack corresponding to the female, one of her words is replaced with that of the male. The corresponding spectrograms are shown in Fig. 12 .
The experiments described above depict the utilization of the perceptual-grouping rules, which we have described in Section II. They exploit changes, both auditory and visual ones. This aids in parsing dense audio-visual scenes into sparser events. The synchronicity of these events aids in relating otherwise-difficult connections (as in the dual-violin sequence). Finally, the old-plus-new heuristic aids in distinguishing the auditory components of interest over the lingering background.
B. Audio Isolation: Quantitative Evaluation
In this section we provide quantitative evaluation for the experimental separation of the audio sources. The quality measure Log-amplitude STFT images corresponding to the speakers #2 sequence. Based on visual data, the audio components corresponding to each of the speakers were automatically separated from a single soundtrack. The marked box at the bottom-right spectrogram highlights a time-frequency segment that originally belonged to the male speaker, but was erroneously attributed to the female speaker.
we use is the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) [45] expressed in decibels (dB): (34) We choose this measure, since as [45] explains, the SDR accounts for a very wide range of distortions associated with source-separation. These distortions include interferences and filtering distortion.
In each of the experiments, The SDR of an isolated source is compared to the SDR of the mixed source. Table III summarizes the SDR improvement in decibels for the conducted experiments.
VII. LIMITATIONS AND POSSIBLE IMPROVEMENTS
Here we describe current limitations of the described algorithm, along with possible improvements.
Vision-Based Auditory Grouping: This work described principles for associating audio and visual events, that are based on temporal coincidences alone. For instance, a sound of the guitar may erroneously be associated with a feature corresponding to the violin, if a visual onset of the violinist took place around the same instance in which a sound of the guitar started. In crowded scenes dense audio onsets exist. Combined with the limited temporal resolution, the indicator vector of audio onsets degenerates to . Then, (14) reduces to . In other words: every visual feature is interpreted as having correspondence to the audio. Consequently, the audio-visual synchronicity is no longer a statistically-significant grouping rule (Section II).
System Parameters: Our method requires tuning several parameters when analyzing an audio-visual scene. These parameters are detailed in Appendix B. This tuning of parameters makes the analysis more difficult.
Audio Onsets and Pitch Detection: Audio onsets of different sources are assumed not to coincide (Section IV-A). This assumption is further utilized in the pitch-detection stage (Section V-C). To alleviate this limitation, we may utilize pitch-detection methods that differentiate between sounds that start simultaneously. These methods further detect the individual pitch frequencies of each sound [46] . 8 We may then initialize a robust pitch tracker with these initial frequencies [47] , [48] . Such trackers reliably track the pitch in noisy mixtures. This is achieved mainly by casting the pitch-tracking task as a maximum-likelihood estimation problem. In addition, these trackers do not inspect the signal per frame, but rather using longer temporal segments.
Audio Enhancement: The binary-masking procedure (Section V-A) assumes that independent sources should rarely depict an overlap in the T-F domain. In addition, binary masking may cause auditory artifacts [49] . We hypothesize that soft-masking [42] , [49] would improve the quality of the auditory enhancement, and may deal better with T-F overlap. Here, prior training of models is required. Soft masks would allow to deal with non-harmonic sounds, and to separate sources that have very similar pitch-frequencies (e.g., male-male mixtures) [50] .
VIII. CONCLUSION
This paper presented a novel approach for cross-modal audiovisual analysis. It is based on instances of significant change in each modality. Our approach handled complex audio-visual scenarios in experiments, where sounds overlapped and visual motions existed simultaneously. The approach yields a set of distinct visual features, with associated isolated sounds. It does not require training. Thus, it is applicable to a wide range of AVOs (not limited to speech or specific instruments).
Future work should avoid associating audio onsets to incorrect visual onsets. Audio onsets that have been grouped together (based on correspondence to visual onsets) would be further inspected. Different auditory characteristics [51] of the audio onsets would be compared, in order to find out if any of these audio onsets do not actually belong in that group.
Finally, we believe that this general capacity is not limited to the audio-visual domain. Rather, it may be applicable to associating between other types of data. We hypothesize that this may be potentially useful, for instance, in associating macro-economic events.
APPENDIX
A. Pitch Tracking
Given the detected pitch frequency at , we wish to establish . It is assumed to lie in a frequency neighborhood of , since the pitch frequency of a source typically evolves gradually [48] . Recall that an harmonic sound contains multiples of the pitch frequency (the harmonies). Let the set of indices of active harmonies at time be . For initialization we set . The estimated frequency may be found as the one whose harmonies capture most of the energy of the signal (35) Equation (35), however, does not account for the simultaneous existence of other audio sources. Disrupting sounds of high energy may be present around the harmonies for some , and . This may distort the detection of . To reduce the effect of these sounds, we do not use the amplitude of the harmonies in (35) . Rather, we use . This resembles the approach taken by the harmonic-product-spectrum algorithm [43] for dealing with noisy frequency components. Consequently, the estimation of is more effectively dependent on many weak frequency bins. This significantly reduces the error induced by a few noisy components.
Recall that the pitch is tracked in order to identify the set of time-frequency bins in which an harmonic sound lies. We now go into the details of how to establish . According to (27) , should contain all of the harmonies of the pitch frequency, for . However, may also contain unwanted interferences. Therefore, once we identify the existence of a strong interference at a harmony, we remove this harmony from . This implies that we prefer to minimize interferences in the enhanced signal, even at the cost of losing part of the acoustic energy of the signal. A harmony is removed from also if the harmony has faded out: we assume that it will not become active again. Both of these mechanisms of harmony removal are identified by inspecting the following measure: (36) The measure inspects the relative temporal change of the harmony's amplitude. Let and be two positive constants. When we deduce that an interfering signal has entered the harmony . Therefore, it is removed from
. Similarly, when we deduce that an the harmony has faded out. Therefore, it is removed from . Typically we used and . We initialize the tracking process by setting and . We then iterate the process through time. When the number of active harmonies drops below a certain threshold , termination of the signal at time is declared. Typically we used . The domain that the tracked sound occupies in is composed from the active harmonies at each instance . Formally where and (37) The tracking process is summarized in Table IV .
B. Implementation Details
This section describes the implementation details of the algorithm described in this paper. It also lists the parameter values used in the implementation. Unless stated otherwise, the parameters required tuning for each analyzed sequence.
Temporal Tolerance: Audio and visual onsets need not happen at the exact same frame. As we explained in Section IV, an audio onset and a visual onsets are considered simultaneous, if they occur within three frames from one another. Frequency Analysis: The audio is re-sampled to 16 kHz, and analyzed using a Hamming window of 80 msec. Consecutive windows have 50% overlap. This also ensures synchronicity of the windows with the video frame rate (25 Hz) . A Hamming window with a 50% overlap also realizes constraints of the OLA method [52] .
Pitch Detection and Tracking: For pitch detection and tracking, the number of considered harmonies is set to . The guidelines of [53] are taken in order to prevent pitch-halving (erroneously setting the pitch to half its real value).
Visual Processing: Prior to calculating as described in Section III, the trajectory is filtered to remove tracking noise. The temporal filtering is performed separately on each of the vector components . The filtering process consists of performing temporal median filtering (typically window size set to five frames) to account for abrupt tracking errors. Consequent filtering consists of smoothing by convolution with a Gaussian kernel with standard deviation of around 1. Finally, the adaptive threshold parameters are tuned in each analyzed scene. We further remove visual onsets whose amplitudes of acceleration and velocity are smaller than specific values. Typically, the velocity and acceleration amplitudes at an onset should exceed the values of 0.2.
In the detection of visual onsets, the instances in are ones of significant change in motion. However, we have found in our experiments that instances in which these significant change in motion are over, and a smooth motion commences have better temporal correlation with the audio onsets. Therefore, each temporal location that is currently located at a local maximum of is shifted forward in time away from the local maximum, and towards a smaller value of . The onset is iteratively shifted this way, while there is a significant relative decrease in . Typically, onsets are shifted by not more than two or three frames.
